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Picture: Liam Hudson/Moment/Getty Images Many worship The Art of War by Sun Tzu, also called The Sun Tzu, as one of the great treatises on military strategy. Addressed to the would-be commander, he describes proposals to implement the strategy and engage enemies in battle. Like Machiavelli's Prince, he also offers all kinds of advice to the military commander on how to avoid or win without armed
conflict through deception, diplomacy and intrigue. The Art of War is a little different from The Prince however, in terms of what personal qualities an ideal commander should have. As the Machiavellian conjured up images of the rakish tyrant, 'The Art of War describes a sage commander, a clever but benevolent military leader motivated by a desire to preserve the population from harm. The text describes
in detail the personal qualities of the sage commander, who gives the impression of a kind of Jedi master with a commitment to settle differences calmly whenever possible. For Western audiences, the text can feel quite alien, partly because of its basic quality, Tao. Tao gives birth to all things, finds his expression in everything, and yet remains unmade. It has no different character or quality and instead
harmonises with nature. The symade commander changes his form constantly to suit unique circumstances, moves in the shadows and often seems to have enemies only as persona or a series of mirages. The Sun Tzu tells us: To be able to transform with the enemy is what is meant by 'spiritlike.' So, even if you've never held a gun or marched on the front line, how much do you know about this basic
ancient text? Luckily, you don't have to go to war to find out. Instead, take the following quiz! Though it seems counterintuitive, The Art of War describes the ideal commander as gentle. This quality comes from holding a deep knowledge of yourself, which leads to three other qualities. Sun Tzu ranks against the attack head-on, at least straight from the bat. Instead, the commander should first try to dismantle
the enemy's strategy. Furthermore, they should deconstruct alliances by breaking up their country's organisation. As a last resort, the commander can engage enemy forces. Open means that both sides can meet there, while hanging out means you can get there, but returning can be tricky. He stopped referring to when both sides show up, but didn't even like their position, leaving both back off awkwardly.
Narrow means there's only room for one army-most of the time, whatever side ensures it first controls it, while the other side moves in steep means that if you fail to come first and secure high ground, don't bother. Finally, remote means that shih is equal for both parties. TRIVIA Military Alphabet NATO Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min PERSONALITY What is your military name? 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA
Test Your Knowledge: General Military Tactics 6 QUIZ 6 Min PERSONALITY Build your Military Leadership Dream Team and we'll guess how many 5 minute quiz 5 Min TRIVIA can you get over 11 right on this army quiz? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Can You Get Over 11 Directly on This Air Force Quiz? 6 minute quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Do you know your US Marines Lingo? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA How
much do you really know about the Navy? 6 minute quiz 6 Min TRIVIA can you match the battle to war? 7 Minutes Quiz 7 Min PERSONALITY What order would you achieve in the Civil War? 5 minute quiz 5 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how do you use the correct noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award winning website offers
reliable, easy to use explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times we ask you, but we are always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivial questions
and personality tests to your inbox every week. By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Company Image: see HSW Sun Tzu's highly regarded The Art of War has helped military commanders of all stripes guide their forces to victory for hundreds of years. How much do you know about the
brilliant military tactics described in this ancient text? TRIVIA Sun Tzu's The Art of War Quiz 7 Minute Quiz 7 Min TRIVIA If you can name all these tactics, you can be a military genius 6 minute quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Test your knowledge: Offensive military tactics 5 minute quiz 5 Min TRIVIA military tactics: Stonewall Jackson quiz 4 minutes quiz 4 Min TRIVIA Military tactics: Alexander the Big Quiz 4 Minute
Quiz 4 Min TRIVIA Who said it : Tywin Lannister or Sun Tzu? 5 minute quiz 5 Min TRIVIA EASY influential people from World War II quiz 7 minutes quiz 7 Min TRIVIA Test your knowledge: General Military Tactics 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Military Tactics: George Patton Quiz 6 Minutes Quiz 6 Min TRIVIA Ready to fight? Take the military tactics quiz! 6 minute quiz 6 Min How much do you know about
dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how do you use the correct noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award winning website offers reliable, easy to use explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work,
other times we ask you, but we are always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing quizzes is free! Every week we send you trivia questions and personality tests By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or older. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, System1 Google CEO Eric Schmidt had a surprise when he
walked into Larry Page's office in 2002. Page is a co-creator of Google and the man who put his name to the idea of starting a company: his PageRank search algorithm. But Page had something a little different to show Schmidt: a machine that he built himself, which cut off the bindings of books and then scanned their pages into digital format. The site was trying to see if it would be possible for Google to
scan world books into searchable form. Rather than instructing an intern to rig something up, or commissioning analysis from a consulting firm, he teamed up with Marissa Mayer, Google's vice president, to see how quickly two people could produce a picture of a 300-page book. Armed with a plywood frame, a pair of clamps, a metronome, and a digital camera, two of Google's most senior executives have
tried the project themselves. (The book went from paper to pixels in forty minutes.) Managers don't stay. Other engineers determine which projects are gaining momentum. Larry Page regarded the time he devoted to the project, not as something he could do because he was the founder of Google and could do what he wanted, but as something he was entitled to, because every engineer at Google had
the same deal. Famously, Google has a 20 percent of the time policy: every engineer (and some other employees) is allowed to spend one fifth of their time on each project, which seems useful. Google News, Google Suggest, Adsense, and social networkIng Orkut are all projects that have emerged from these personal projects, along with half of All Google's successful product- and stunning portfolio of
failures. Whole Foods Market would get little from letting its employees noodles around on any project they took their fancy, but Google's 20 percent of the time is a practice successful by the same basic mechanism that Whole Foods relies on: peer approval. Managers do not stay on projects of personal employees. It's other engineers who determine which projects are gaining momentum and who are
mired: If you can't convince your peers to help you with your idea, it's not going anywhere. Managers can provide space for innovation, but it's peers who provide most of the time and energy. More recently, Google has grown so large that Eric Schmidt, Larry Page, and Sergey Brin have formalized the process of promoting promising innovation. Still, the goal is not to stifle more projects, but to provide
additional funding and resources for projects that might otherwise be lost in the noise of 20,000 employees. It's hard to imagine two other different companies, such as shoe-repair chain Timpson and internet search giant Google, but look at the similarities in language: Google wants to preserve bozo-free zones, Timpson insists drongos from the business. Bozos are less-than-brilliant engineers; drongos are
salespeople who do not care about business and do not pull their weight. The basic idea is the same: In a society where the selection mechanism is your teammates rather than top-down rules, there is no room for people who don't play their part. The 20 percent timeline is not unique to Google: Not only is it widely imitated across Silicon Valley, but it long precedes the creation of the Googleplex. A similar
deal has been standard practice for half a century at WL Gore, where all employees get a half-day each week's dabblance time. Again, we see that while the experimental approach can be perfectly illustrated by silicon valley denizens, and even more online communities that allow it, basic ideas have been around and successful for much longer than the World Wide Web. A serial innovator like Google or
WL Gore knows that if you give smart people some space, you can get a Spitfire, solving the longitude problem, a technique for knocking out genes in mice-or Gmail. A few such achievements justify a lot of time for flabbiness. One example is WL Gore's 'Elixir' range of acoustic guitar strings that now dominate the market. They emerged over a long period of experimentation when Wl Gore's engineer, Dave
Myers, used a Gore-Tex polymer first on cables on his mountain bike and then on guitar strings. Gore had no experience in the music industry and Myers did not have management approval for what he was doing. He didn't punish it. Google is simply an evolutionary organization. Leadership guru Gary Hamel argues that Google in particular is actively pursuing Darwinian strategies of crowding out the
largest possible product range–not one guppy but greenhouse full of different guppy strategies. Google is simply an evolutionary organization: It started with a search engine, then turned the site hits into revenue when it merged with AOL and Yahoo, then developed an ad serving system along with search results. Google then came across the idea of Adsense, the ability to make ads relevant to all websites.
The discovery was serendipitously in the development of Gmail, and seeks to provide context-sensitive ads alongside Gmail inboxes, and then spread to Google apps and other projects. Hamel comments that as an organism favored by genetic happiness, Google's success owes a lot to serendipity. That goes for many successful companies - John Mackey, chief executive of Whole Foods, calls itself
random foods - but Google elevated it to the guiding principle. If any company can be told to embrace trying new things in anticipation that many will fail, it's Google. Marissa Mayer, the vice president who helped Larry Page bodge together the first scanner of books, says 80 percent of Google products fail - but it doesn't matter because people will remember the ones they stick to. Fair Google's image
appears to be immaculate indifferent to the performances of Knol, a Google service vaguely similar to Wikipedia that didn't seem to catch it; or SearchMash, testbed for alternative Google search products, which has been labelled as Google's worst ever product by one search expert and has now been discontinued. According to influential website TechRepublic, two of the five worst technology products of
2009 came from Google - and they were the main products google on it, Google Wave and Android 1.0 operating system for mobile phones. Yet most Internet users know and rely on Google Search, Google Maps and Image Search, while many others swear by Gmail, Google Reader and Blogger. As long as the company doesn't pour too much money into failing products, several major successes seem to
justify many experiments. This is essential to the way Google does business. Google has established its own equivalent of John Endler's Guppy Ponds and can see what appears. The company's corporate strategy has no corporate strategy. An excerpt from Adapt: Why Success Always Begins with the Failure of Tim Harford, published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux, LLC. Copyright © 2011 by Tim Harford.
All rights reserved. Click here to buy the book on Amazon, for $15. [Top image, from spent shotgun shells by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service northeast region] region]
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